ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Mean shift is widely applied to tracking [1] and segmentation [2] . Most of the investigators focus their attentions on selecting cues rather than the measurement between the target model and the target candidates. An enhanced mean shift using joint spatial-color cue and a novel similarity metric is proposed by Hu [3] . But it can't solve the problem of background interference which has similar color to the tracked target. A multi-cue integration is proposed by Liu [4] for robust visual tracking. The fault of the traditional mean shift is that the effect of the main bins in the tracked object is suppressed, whereas the effect of the minor bins is amplified in the tracking process. It causes the traditional mean shift to have low tracking accuracy, even to lose the target under some situations. We propose a new metric derived from histogram intersection. Each bins of the target candidate remains the same effect as it is in the target 
The weight k plays an important role in the whole tracking process. We take the computing process of the th j bin in the histogram as example. Suppose 
When q N is equal to p N , the weight becomes
So the whole effect of the bin j in an iterative procedure is:
If j j p q n n , meaning that the bin j in the candidate is less than that in the target model, the whole effect of bin j is n is approximately linear proportional to p N , which guarantees the validity of the above analysis. It is obvious that the weights computed by Bhattacharyya coefficient weaken the role of the main bins and strengthen the effect of the disturbed bins. The reason may be that the Bhattacharyya coefficient is not suitable to measure the similarity between the target model and the candidates.
THE NEW WEIGHT COMPUTATION
Histogram Intersection [5] was introduced to solve the identification problem by Swain. He used histogram backprojection to search the target in the image. First, a ratio is computed for each histogram bin u by : min( ,1)
Second, each pixel value of the image is replaced by its corresponding u R value. Last, the expected location of the target is the peak position of the convolved image. The weight computation method is not suitable for mean shift algorithm, so we make some improvements as follows.
First, we use the normalized q and p instead of q and p to represent the target. It not only avoids the weight fluctuation problem caused by the target scale change, but also considers the spatial information by applying the kernel function.
Second, the histogram of the whole image is used as p in the histogram backprojection method. Most bins of nontarget in p have values bigger than that in q , so most R are much less than 1. The ratio of the target bins between q and p is near to 1. p is the histogram of the candidate which has almost the same size with the target model. Because of the irregular movements of the target, p contains a few target bins. So the ratios are much bigger than 1, which will be set to 1 according to the definition. Thus it suppresses the localization effect of the main bins seriously. Moreover, as the candidate is much smaller than the whole image, some minor bins in p are not very large. The ratios are close to 1. Therefore the weights are all close or equal to 1, which causes the localization precision to be low. So we make some improvements on u R and write it as k .
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And the whole effect of bin j in an iterative process is
So each bin in the candidate has the same effect as it is in the target model. We call it constant effect characteristic. Finally, we carry out a revision to the weight to further enhance its rationality, if or
where TE , TN , and D are the adjustment parameters. Equation (7) makes a further discrimination of the candidate color bins. Several factors are considered to set the parameters. TE is set for the bins with bigger values in the candidate than in the target model, which may be caused by two reasons. The first one is the scale variations of the target that is weakened by using the normalized histogram. The other is that some pixels of the background with similar color come into the candidate. The parameter TN is used to reduce the effect of some minor bins of the candidate and to avoid singular weights. Parameter D can be set to zero which means that the effect of the cluttered bins is not considered in the tracking process.
MODEL UPDATE
Tracking moving face in video sequences is a challenging task, because the appearance of the face changes dynamically due to illumination and viewpoint. The performance of the tracker also depends on how well the target model can estimate the visual information. In order to handle this issue the target model must be updated in some periodic fashion. We exploit the training faces which are from some sequences in different illumination and viewpoint. The number of faces is N . The face kernel model is computed as
And we can get the normalization of all the face model 
where h is the threshold. When the value of the bin in model u Q is bigger than h , the corresponding bin in model B is an active bin which can be updated. Otherwise, the bin can not be updated. The detail is shown in Fig.1 .
Fig.1 The auxiliary model B
We can see the construction of the model B contains the prior information of the tracking target. In the tracking process, the model update is as Fig.2 . Fig.2 The mechanism of the new model update In Fig.2 , the green squares in the auxiliary model B represent the color bins which can be updated, but the white ones are not updated during the reference model updating process. Some color bins (the yellow squares) in the reference model t T q may be disappeared or reduced, the corresponding color bins in the model t q are updated as normal. While if other bins (the blue squares) which are first emerged are corresponding to the white squares, the bins in the model t q still maintained zero. The whole model updating is as:
(1 )
where is the updating rate. Because the model updating process is based on the target prior knowledge, we can avoid the model drift problem and choose the time of model update easily.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We define a tracking error measurement to quantitatively evaluate the robustness and accuracy of the novel method Fig.3 . The horizontal axes and vertical axes are frame index and tracking error respectively. The black square represents the tracking error of the traditional mean shift and the red circle is used to represent that of the algorithm proposed in this paper. We also verify the mean shift algorithm based on the novel weight computation in videos which are shot by ourselves. And some results are shown in Fig.4 and 
CONCLUSION
A new approach for target tracking is introduced in this paper. It is a simple, computationally efficient method. Several experiments validate the effectiveness of the new method.
